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The Secret of the Soul

2011-12-06

In this remarkable book, William Buhlman, author of the bestselling Adventures Beyond the Body, offers the reader a comprehensive guidebook to understanding and exploring the fascinating phenomenon of out-of-body experiences. Obes learn how you can explore your true spiritual self and attain profound transformation in your awareness and knowledge of the universe. Gain life-changing benefits as you break free from mental and physical limitations. Contact departed loved ones using obes to move beyond the current limited understanding of death. Filled with engrossing stories based on the testimonies of people from all over the world, and offering forty new easy-to-understand techniques, The Secret of the Soul will prepare human beings everywhere for the next major leap in the evolution of consciousness.

Astral Projection and the Nature of Reality

2005-11-07

Astral projection and the nature of reality goes beyond preconceived notions about how to get out of the body and then back in as well as the dimensions to which the out-of-body adventurer can travel. Magnus starts with a brief history of astral projection and then guides the reader through a step-by-step course for reliable projection. He explains how once out-of-body we create our own astral world and he offers techniques for understanding our mind and the nature of reality. Magnus offers detailed exercises and proven techniques for reliably exiting your body and confronting the basic fears.
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that can hold you back taking advantage of psychic side effects taming your mind navigating a world in which you have the ultimate power to create integrating the lessons you learn from obes into your everyday reality replenishing your energy and much more plus incisive journal entries of his many outofbody adventures will convince you that it can be done and give you the inspiration to go farther than you ever thought possible

Nature and Ideology

1997

the essays in this volume explore the broad range of ideas about nature reflected in twentieth century concepts of natural gardens and their ideological implications they also investigate garden designers use of earlier ideas of natural gardens and their relationship to the rich model that nature offers

Summary of William Buhlman's The Secret of the Soul

2022-05-02T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the most amazing out of body experience is a meeting with a loved one who has passed on it can provide startling insight into our spiritual natures and the unseen dimensions around us and it can verify our own immortality 2 out of body experiences offer a glimpse of a world far beyond the limits of our bodies they provide us with abilities and perceptions that extend far beyond the limits of matter 3 it is common for people who have died to remain close to the physical world for several days after they die
they often visit their loved ones and express their goodbyes. When we develop our natural abilities to perceive and explore beyond the limits of our body, we are no longer limited to dreams and visions to communicate with our deceased loved ones. We can now experience personal communication beyond the physical.

**Mind-Spirit Detox**

2019-04-26

You have detoxed your body—maybe now is the time to detox your mind. Mind spirit detox practices are the key to unlocking unhelpful habitual patterns of behaviour and thought by spring cleaning the mind and removing tired used up energy. They dissolve resistance and doubt and advance our understanding of who we are and our place on earth. Our relationship with ourselves and our relationship with the divine will receive a sublime and powerful system re boot. Mind spirit detox will open you up to the full grace power beauty and love that the universe longs to give you in your life. This book is about connection. It is about mending and radically enhancing your relationship with others with yourself and with spirit. You will experience an incredible expansion of love of prosperity and of compassion in your daily walk. You will come to know your deepest purpose on this earth and that purpose will be firmly rooted in the divine flow of spirit. This practical book might just change your life forever.

**Adventures in the Afterlife**

2013-06-16

Adventures in the afterlife is a powerful journey of spiritual awakening. A bold quest for answers.
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Andenlightenment the old assumptions of heaven are confronted and an expansive new vision of our continuing life is presented after being diagnosed with cancer. William Buhlman, author of Adventures Beyond the Body, pursued answers to the mysteries of our existence after death confronting his mortality. He experienced profound insights into what lies beyond our physical body. Our journey into the next life is the basis for Adventures in the Afterlife. The author chronicles his out of body experiences and lucid dreams through the eyes of a fictional character, Frank Brooks. The insights are sometimes surprising but a clear message is always apparent: we are powerful spiritual beings and we shape our reality now and in the future. The purpose of this book is to prepare us for the many thought responsive environments we will experience. William Buhlman teaches and lectures worldwide on the subjects of out of body experiences and spiritual empowerment. Visit the author at astralinfo.org.

Meet Your Soul

2015-03-03

In this groundbreaking book, therapist and intuitive Elisa Romeo takes soul beyond an intellectual concept and into a direct and personal relationship. Pulling from depth psychology, years of practical experience, and touching stories from clients, Elisa brings substance and gravitas and some levity to the topic of how to live a soulful life. This comprehensive, straightforward program contains effective meditations, visualizations, and inquiries to support you on the often messy, winding, and yet amusing path of discovering your soul in modern times. Meet your soul not only tells you how to access your soul connection but also preps you for some of the common obstacles you’re likely to encounter on your
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journey with her kind and informed direction you'll learn to understand the crucial distinction between ego, spirit and soul. Create and cultivate a strong spiritual practice. Distinguish your soul truth from the beliefs of family friends and society. Clearly access the voice of your soul. Gain awareness of the key soul contracts in your life and discover your divine purpose. This book helps you meet the oldest, wisest and most loving part of yourself. The part that gives meaning and purpose to your life. Elisa shows that each of us has the capacity to hear this personal unique guidance directly. You needn't look outside yourself to a guru program or system. Rather, you can simply look within.

The Vodou Quantum Leap

2000

cross the bridge in this unique synthesis of African, Haitian spirituality, Western religion, Eastern mysticism and modern science. Dr. Crosley presents vodou as a metaphysical experience, a bridge to parallel universes and mystical dimensions confirmed by the eerie tenets of quantum physics. Take the vodou quantum leap! Explore the deep secrets of vodou, Santeria, and Candomble. Discover how to become a master of spirits. Traverse the strange dimensions of reality that have been revealed by twentieth century science. Experience the same rapture found in other major world religions such as Taoism, Buddhism, and Hinduism. If you have previously equated vodou with witchcraft and idolatry, this guide will reveal the complexity and sophistication of vodou and African Haitian spirituality. Cross the bridge.

限られた時間を超える方法

2023-01-10
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A Course of Study for the Preparation of Rural School Teachers, Nature Study, Elementary Agriculture, Sanitary Science, and Applied Chemistry

1912

higher self now is a powerful affirmation for immediate spiritual liberation. A modern guide book for personal transformation learn about the unseen nature of our existence the continuing evolution of soul after death and how to navigate thought responsive realities develop your own spiritual directive as you discover the practices of an end of life coach through a variety of personal accounts and practical guidance you can be...
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prepared to assist your loved ones as they begin to transition from the physical world experience a variety of techniques that will clear the way for you to achieve escape velocity from the dimensions of density and form we are powerful creative beings with the ability to shape and mold our current reality and influence our afterlife as well become knowledgeable about continuing spiritual evolution beyond matter to prepare for and enhance your spiritual journey your amazing adventure has just begun become self empowered today william buhlman author of adventures beyond the body teaches and conducts workshops at the monroe institute focusing on the exploration of consciousness the afterlife and profound spiritual awakening visit the author at astralinfo org susan buhlman is a certified end of life doula hospice volunteer and bereavement support companion together they have written this compelling book that will not only encourage an environment of comfort and respect during the end of life experience but direct the departing soul to reach their highest level of spiritual evolution as well visit the authors at astralinfo org

Higher Self Now!

2016-08-25

avec aventures dans l au delà vous entreprendrez un formidable périple qui mène à l éveil spirituel une quête audacieuse afin de trouver des réponses et l illumination cette nouvelle vision de la vie qui se poursuit après la mort ébranlera dans ses fondements mêmes votre vieille conception du paradis après avoir reçu un diagnostic de cancer william buhlman auteur du livre adventures beyond the body a cherché à répondre aux questions qu il se posait au sujet des mystères de l existence après la mort confronté à sa propre
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mortalité il a vécu de profondes expériences qui lui ont permis d’entrevoir ce qui nous attend au delà de notre corps physique notre cheminement dans cette vie que nous mènerons après notre mort est le point de départ des aventures dans l au delà l auteur décrit ses expériences à l extérieur du corps et ses rêves lucides à travers les yeux d un personnage fictif frank brooks si ses découvertes sont parfois étonnantes un message fondamental ressort invariablement nous sommes des êtres spirituels puissants et nous créons notre réalité ici et dans le futur ce livre a pour but de nous préparer aux environnements sensibles à la pensée que nous rencontrerons

Aventures dans l’au-delà

2015-02-10T00:00:00-05:00

advance praise for awakening the soul i am absolutely in awe of your book it is an extraordinarily important work it will i humbly suggest change many lives joseph w dunn jr editor a r e press i believe awakening the soul is the key to the 12th step of alcoholics anonymous susana k oregon we all agree on the brilliance of this work lisa hagan literary agent paraview inc new york city what a contribution awakening the soul is going to make your technique for communicating with higher consciousness is a must read for every professional in the field and every person interested in spiritual advancement your technique is clear simple and can be used by a broad spectrum of people as a psychologist i can see it filling the needs of sophisticated clients in my wall street practice as well as the common man get this to a publisher asap dr garnet beach ph d psychotherapist
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Awakening the Soul

2004-12-14

dans cet ouvrage remarquable William Buhlman auteur du best seller voyage au delà du corps offre au lecteur un guide complet qui lui permettra de mieux connaître et d'explorer le fascinant phénomène des expériences de sortie hors du corps ehc apprenez comment vous pouvez explorer votre véritable moi spirituel et transformer profondément votre conscience et votre compréhension de l'univers obtenir des bienfaits qui transformeront votre vie en vous libérant de vos limitations physiques et mentales contacter des êtres chers décédés en utilisant les ehc afin de transcender votre compréhension actuelle et limitée de la mort finalement en présentant de fascinants récits basés sur les témoignages de gens venant de partout à travers le monde et en offrant quarante nouvelles techniques faciles à comprendre le secret de l'âme préparera les êtres humains au prochain saut évolutif de la conscience

**Le secret de l'âme. Comprendre notre vraie nature grâce aux voyages astraux**

2001

a first hand exploration of how to consciously step out of your body and navigate the quantum akashic field details a step by step process of engaging extrasensory out of body travel examines the quantum landscape of the akashic field meetings with spirit guides and descriptions of out of body experiences from the author's personal journal and from world spiritual traditions
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including the bible and the baghavad purana explores current theories about the science of consciousness and sensory perception including discoveries from quantum physics and how these discoveries align with the traditional wisdom of shamans dowsers and mystics physicists have recently discovered a whole quantum based reality a multidimensional world where all potentials simultaneously exist called the akashic field by systems scientist ervin laszlo it is the same quantum reality that mystics shamans and dowsers have been exploring for thousands of years through astral travel spirit journeying and energy work revealing how to gain awareness of the quantum akashic field through conscious out of body experiences obes jim willis shares fascinating firsthand accounts taken from the detailed obe journals he has kept for nearly 10 years alongside analysis of recent discoveries in quantum physics and wisdom from the world s spiritual traditions he details his own experiences with a wide variety of astral beings spirit guides landscapes laws and activities that he encountered in the quantum akashic field drawing on scientifically based principles that underlie the very nature of biological life he explains how the brain is an organizer not a producer of consciousness he explores the difference between dreams visions and obes and powerful ways to harness the imagination detailing a step by step process centered on safe simple meditative techniques willis shows how to bypass the filters of your five senses while still fully awake and aware and engage in extrasensory out of body travel sharing his journey to connect with universal consciousness and navigate the quantum landscape of the akashic field he reveals how conscious obes allow you to penetrate beyond normal waking perception into the realm of quantum perception.
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The Quantum Akashic Field

2019-12-03

a gorgeously illustrated exploration of the science behind the universe’s most stunning natural phenomena from atoms and parameciums to rainbows, snowflakes, spider webs, the rings of Saturn, galaxies and more. Nature is capable of extraordinary phenomena standing in awe of those phenomena we experience a feeling of connection to the cosmos for acclaimed physicist and novelist Alan Lightman. Just as remarkable is that all of what we see around us—soap bubbles, scarlet ibises, shooting stars—are made out of the same material stuff and obey the same rules and laws. This is what Lightman calls spiritual materialism: the belief that we can embrace spiritual experiences without letting go of our scientific worldview.

Pairing 36 beautiful full-color photos evoking some of nature’s most awe-inspiring phenomena with accessible and lyrical personal essays, the Miraculous from the Material explores the fascinating science underlying the natural world. Why do rainbows make an arc? Why does a particular waterfall at Yosemite National Park sometimes glow like it’s on fire? How does a hummingbird fly? The world has so many things to marvel at and the science is just as fascinating.

Lightman’s imagination travels from the world of atoms and molecules to the animal kingdom, from places like Halong Bay, Vietnam, and the Grand Canyon out to the solar system and beyond, illuminating the majesty of the cosmos and the remarkable science behind it. The Miraculous from the Material is a stunning soaring ode to the beauty and wonder around us.

The Miraculous from the Material

2024-11-19
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We were never intended to be dominated by all the negation and inharmony that exists in the world. We were fashioned equipped and given power for one purpose only and that is to transmute every negative and inharmonious condition which exists in the world. Yet we find very few that know this is the reason for which we were created. We do not know what our true purpose is because we do not know the real foundation of our being and are not familiar with the laws of creation. We do not understand the reasoning behind the things we do in our metaphysical rituals and practices. By studying creation, we receive all the answers.

Creation—Path of the Soul

2015-10-28

From the day we are born, life is teaching us lessons. Whether it is how we navigate our physical environment or our socio-cultural surround, we are constantly trying to make sense of our reality by listening to these life experiences.
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lessons yet while many of life's lessons reinforce our reality every so often life's lessons present us with a curious idea that everything out there our reality may not be as real as it seems a theory of nothing how is the finite reality created from the infinite chronicles one man's lifelong journey to develop life's lessons into a concept of reality that challenges our preconceived notions of objectivity although we tend to think of the world around us and our reality as being a shared objective world in which we live author d n warren smith furthers the philosophical argument that it is really our subjective perceptions that shape and even make the world around us with compelling logical arguments and descriptions of personal experience he shows that our most basic assumptions about the reality of our existence in fact keep the true nature of reality hidden from us once we realise that there is no way to conclusively prove that we actually exist in an objective reality we must weigh up the implications of a non objective subjective reality and what it means for our lives we have a choice for our belief in what exists how will you choose

A Theory of Nothing

2017-01-12

you existed before your human experience and you will exist after drawing from his unique pre birth memories christian sundberg provides an encouraging framework for understanding the nature of the human experience within the larger spiritual context a walk in the physical is a non linear reality model that boils down the very vast into succinct accessible language more than a set of ideas though it is a tool meant to point you towards the portion of yourself that already exists right now beyond earth at the heart of the book is the
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theme of love and it describes why authentic love even in small matters is so deeply important to our human journey

A Walk in the Physical

2021-06-18

l exploration de nos univers intérieurs il y a plus de 22 ans que william buhlman enseigne dans ses ateliers comment faire des voyages hors corps apprenant ainsi aux gens à projeter leur conscience au delà des limites de leur corps physique et à explorer des dimensions et des mondes hors du commun maintenant il raconte avec éloquence ses propres aventures dans les univers parallèles décrits dans les théories de physique moderne de stephen hawking paul davies et fred alan wolf et nous présente son guide complet du voyage astral proposant des exercices des trucs des techniques et la réponse à toutes vos questions sur les expériences de sortie hors corps

Voyage au-delà du corps

2020-05-15T00:00:00-04:00

what would it mean if your perfect life was awaiting your discovery what if you knew the exact steps that would allow you to discover and achieve this perfect life and what if you had an invisible architect an all powerful all knowing best friend at your beckon call to help you discover design and achieve your perfect life and what if your perfect life has already been achieved and is waiting for you to claim it this is exactly what award winning musician author john novello offers in the pages of his extraordinary new transformational book the invisible architect you ll learn that there is
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indeed a perfect all knowing power an invisible architect or to put it in more scientific terms an invisible field of intelligent energy that permeates everything that exists including you and me and all life matter energy space and time and is available to us for information advice comfort and assistance in designing our perfect divine lives the invisible architect is a rare look into the inner world of acclaimed jazz musician composer author John Novello by the author himself and based on his discovery of an inner power we all possess but rarely knowingly use this book was written because of a divine unsolicited conversation he had with the invisible architect one day here is the conversation invisible architect john you now need to spread the word john confused what word invisible architect that everybody is one with the invisible architect and could be employing this miraculous energy to design their perfect lives from within john but there are already many books on this subject invisible architect true but not from your unique perspective as a jazz musician who has experienced these wonderful miracles end of conversation and therein lies the genesis of this book i cannot imagine operating without my mystical friend and advisor the invisible architect and it is now very clear to me that my duty is to spread the word to everyone so that they too can design their perfect lives from within as long as they understand the spiritual mechanics involved the relationship between the universal energy the invisible architect and its creations and the interactions thereof but first you must become aware of the architect learn how to consciously commune with and employ the architect and finally trust the architect to manifest your desires as only it knows how the invisible architect is a captivating story of the aspirations and cognitions of the life of a now famous jazz musician enlightening inspirational tragic and miraculous the invisible...
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architect is a self help program for designing your perfect life from within the exact process of how our inner world creates our outer world spread the word

The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect Life From Within

2021-05-01

want to publish your book learn how it s easier than you think charismatic authors and literary agents jeff herman and deborah levine herman have successfully sold nearly 1 000 titles and learned through trial and error how to write a flawless book proposal that publishers can t resist now you can benefit from their hard work and publishing savvy in this new edition to the bestselling guide they offer guidance and advice that will inspire educate and most importantly give you the necessary edge to get your book published they explain how to shape your idea and create a title ways to get to know the market and competition tips on writing an effective outline query letter and sample chapter the art and science of fiction and nonfiction book proposals how ten actual proposals updated and included here were successfully sold to publishers and why how to capitalize on the evolving publishing industry including e books and social media a submission from jeff herman always gets moved to the top his new book will show you how to move to the top frederic w hills vice president simon schuster this book will take writers to the highest level of proposal writing and success roger cooper quality paperback book club if you want your proposal to ignite a busy editor s interest read this book adrienne hickey senior acquisitions editor amacom books
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Animals on My Rainbow

2011-09-20

Psyche's Exile: An Empirical Odyssey in Search of the Soul

Psyche means soul in Greek and psychology literally means the study of the soul. For over a century, American psychology has gone in precisely the opposite direction: soul, mind, and brain with no exceptions. This reductionist paradigm is challenged in this book as Professor Kroth reviews eight politically incorrect forbidden databases in his empirical pursuit of the immortal soul of the ages. Near death experiences, deathbed visions, precognitive dreams, premonitions, synchronicity, telepathy, states of possession, just to name a few, lead to a fascinating rediscovery of the soul. Reviews of Psyche's Exile is an absolute treasure trove of carefully collected experiential and experimental data spanning the research areas of anthropology, sociology, religion, spirituality, psychology, and physics. Although we are still some human evolutionary time away from experimentally proving the existence of the human soul, there is certainly enough good data available at present to make it a viable working hypothesis. Dr. Kroth is dedicated to his craft as a professional explorer of nature in its many forms. For myself, I wouldn't hesitate to recommend this book to my scientific colleagues and my friends. William A. Tiller, Ph.D., professor of physics, Stanford University, author of Science and Human Transformation.

Write the Perfect Book Proposal

2016-04-12

The idea of the resurrection of the physical body and
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The eternal continuation of life with this body in a future paradisiacal kingdom of god on earth is one of the most enigmatic of religious ideas it fully contradicts our knowledge of the transitoriness of all things in this universe according to the author the origin for this idea lies in certain forms of otherworld experiences as for example reported by people who had near death experiences encounters with the dead in brilliantly beautiful bodies and the experience of paradisiacal seemingly earthly landscapes he observes that cultures with a pre modern cosmology sometimes projected such otherworld experiences onto this world to distant and unknown locations on earth these experiences were the blueprint for an expectation of paradisiacal conditions on earth the author establishes parallels between the reports of otherworld experiences and the eschatological ideas of zoroastrianism judaism and christianity he shows that otherworld experiences can indeed foster the expectation of paradisiacal conditions on earth by referring to the ghost dance movement of the lakota people in 1890 he presumes that the confusion of worlds proved fatal not only for the lakota people but also for jesus of nazareth

Mastering Inner God Power- A Thesis Workbook

2011

Psyche's Exile: an empirical odyssey
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wake up in your dreams and live a happier more lucid life a lucid dream is a dream in which you become aware that you’re dreaming it’s a powerful opportunity to solve problems create new possibilities take charge of your own healing and explore the depths of reality this book provides a range of practical techniques and activities to help you bring the creativity and super conscious awareness of lucid dreaming into your life join international expert clare r johnson as she shares the most up to date lucid dreaming techniques on how to get and stay lucid guide dreams resolve nightmares deepen creativity and integrate dream wisdom into everyday life drawing on cutting edge science and psychology this book is packed with inspiring stories of life changing lucid dreams and fascinating insights into topics such as the ethics of dream sex how to interact with lucid dream figures and the nature of consciousness whether you’re a person who barely remembers your dreams or a lifelong lucid dreamer this in depth guide is the perfect next step as you cultivate the power of lucid dreaming praise dr clare johnson has energetically led the way in revealing the limitless practical and spiritual potential of lucid dreaming so far reaching it can change the world her clearly written book is destined to become essential reading for all those interested in lucid dreaming it points out the essential phenomena of lucid dreaming and then amazes us by opening its extraordinary major vistas to us that reveal the true glory and limitless potential of our inner universe this is a significant book dr keith hearne the scientist who provided the world’s first proof of lucid dreaming in 1975 and inventor of the world’s first dream machine

ipcsit.com
an inspiring and thought provoking exploration of the fullness of human potential moorings embracing the grounds we have embarked upon challenges readers to become aware of our omnipotential to effect and create the changes we desire to see in our world as a mindfulness memoir this book will nurture deep reflection and thoughts about our existence as individuals as part of the greater whole author alida hilbrander has engaged in extensive research citing various other authors and opens her own life and experiences in order to present a thorough and personal examination of the oneness of humanity in which all races cultures and creeds are embraced together we share a common spiritual foundation and from that we have the power to pursue our planetary purpose to liberate light and love as we journey past the various signposts that give direction to our lives we seek greater awareness and consciousness and will find the joy of renewed purpose moorings embracing the grounds we have embarked upon will serve as an engaging educating and life changing guide

crossing the event horizon provides evidence that we are both individually and collectively hurtling toward an evolutionary event horizon using the tools of jungian psychology the nature of the singularity is defined by its myriad manifestations emerging from the collective unconscious these include dreams motifs and themes found in art science fiction and fantasy
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literature and films religious cults and the paranormal especially near death experiences and ufo encounters

key aspects of the singularity archetype include logos beheld visually comprehended linguistic intent often associated with a collective telepathic network homo gestalt a new species where individuality is conserved but also telepathically networked and a parallelism between the individual event horizon of death and eschaton the collective event horizon of the species apocalypticism is analyzed as an example of the singularity archetype pathologizing a study of the heaven s gate saucer suicide cult illustrates what can happen when people become possessed by the singularity archetype and are driven by it into delusory projections the singularity archetype is viewed apocalyptically by the ego and as a transcendent evolutionary event by the self and the duality of these views is explored in many examples the evolutionary origins of the ego and its metamorphosis as it approaches the event horizon are explored evolutionary theory which relates to the singularity archetype through a number of dynamic paradoxes is discussed many popular books and movies are analyzed as permutations of the singularity archetype including avatar childhood s end village of the damned powder and 2001 a space odyssey the singularity archetype is a primordial image of human evolutionary metamorphosis which emerges from the collective unconscious how the archetype manifests a composite picture a rupture of plane event occurs usually threatening the survival of the individual and or species the event is a shock that disrupts the equilibrium of body physical world and also individual collective psyche it is an ontological shock that will be viewed as the worst thing possible by individual collective ego there is another rupture of plane that may actually be the same rupture as above but seen from a cosmic rather than a personal view the shock is revealed to be a transcendent evolutionary event the
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revelation of the transcendent aspect will often involve spiral motifs and unusual lights consciousness and communication metamorphose and with them core aspects ego individuality connection to linear time corporeality gender identification social order etc fundamentally transform there is a vision or actualization of release from some or all limits of corporeal incarnation and the emergence of glorified bodies which have enhanced powers and various degrees of etherealization more visual and telepathic modes of consciousness and communication emerge and this is part of a transformation of individuality into homo gestalt a new species where individual psyches are networked telepathically the singularity archetype may be experienced and even actualized to various degrees by an individual through transcendent and or anomalous experiences such as near death experiences ndes ufo abduction close encounter experiences kundalini and psychotropic episodes as with encounters with all archetypes individuals and groups attach idiosyncratic material to it such as particular end dates and scenarios another way of defining the singularity archetype in its collective form is as a resonance flowing backward through time of an approaching singularity at the end of human history the singularity archetype relates to both the evolutionary event horizon of the species and for the individual the event horizon of death

Llewellyn's Complete Book of Lucid Dreaming

1994

the afterlife in popular culture heaven hell and the underworld in the american imagination gives students a fresh look at how americans view the afterlife helping
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there are forces both good and evil at work on earth. forces that can be harnessed by human beings fueled by a transcending experience at a very young age Noory turned his life into an investigation of the possibilities and influence of such forces and how we can use them to enhance our lives. Now George Noory has woven his life’s work into both an amazing memoir and a miraculous key that readers can use to unlock the secret to their own sensual transcendence and liberate their limitless potential through Worker in the Light. George Noory will show readers how to unlock the secrets to unlimited spiritual growth. Transcend all doubts and fears, shatter the prison walls of their five senses, deploy the power of intuition to see the future, free themselves from the confines of time, facilitate the power of lucid dreaming through easily understood step-by-step instructions and examples from his own life. George Noory shows how he has surpassed his own limitations and frustrations, how he has freed himself from doubts and fears, and how he glimpsed the right way out of life’s desperate straits. He will teach readers how to overcome fear and doubt and find happiness and success. At the publisher’s request, this title is being sold without digital rights management software DRM applied.

Crossing the Event Horizon

2022-06-17

チャネリング本の原点 時を超えて永遠の輝きを放つ セス の言葉 1972年にアメリカで発刊され 世界に衝撃を与えた歴史的名著 現在のスピリチュアル時代の発端となった書です 思考が現実を創造する の元祖 セス 肉体の中に魂が宿るのではなく 魂が肉体をまとうのです 私たちの思考や観念が現実を創るのです 宇宙の生命力 創造性 愛という霊性のすべてが詰まった本書 高次元存在であるセスが 魂の仕組み 物質を超えた次元についてわかりやすく丁寧に説いていきます 宇宙は多次元的であり 私たちは肉体を超えた存在であることが腑に落ちる一冊
dr benor addresses his explorations from the standpoint of an advocate but one who is an open minded explorer neither from a religious nor a conventional medical perspective the breadth and depth of the research reports in this volume on the psychic intuitive and spiritual aspects of healing will engage even the knowledgeable reader this book is destined to take its place among the most influential and controversial in the field of claims reports and experiences of unconventional healing and spiritual awareness
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Эта книга не только о времени но и о природе реальности Откуда берутся мысли Как понять что реально задавая эти вопросы мы приближаемся к пониманию что время и реальность зависят от нашего восприятия Мы притворяемся что циферблат отражает нашу реальность но это не так Притворяемся потому что если потянуть за ниточку придуманной нами концепции времени вся наша реальность изменится материя мир вселенная все Когда мы перестанем притворяться что время реально нам станет доступно и прошлое и будущее в любой момент В формате pdf a4 сохранен издательский макет книги
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this is the first book to explore the paradox of the nazi cult of animals and the obsession with the
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